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Folk Legacy Trio

Three seasoned performers from legendary
groups have joined to form the Folk Legacy Trio,
singing your favorite songs from the great folk
era of the ‘50s through the mid ‘70s. Each of
these remarkable talents brings their years of
experience to the Folk Legacy Trio in a display
of vocal and instrumental excellence that has left
audiences begging for more.
Packaging their repertoire as The Great American
Folksong Book ™ , their signature dynamic
harmonies will take you on a journey to the past,
breathing new life into the beloved songs made
famous by such artists as Peter, Paul & Mary, The Kingston Trio, Gordon Lightfoot, Simon &
Garfunkel, The New Christy Minstrels, Bob Dylan and many more.
The Folk Legacy Trio is:
GEORGE GROVE, former member of The Kingston Trio for 41 years
RICK DOUGHERTY, formerly of The Limeliters and the Kingston Trio for 25 years
JERRY SIGGINS, formerly with the legendary doo-wop group The Diamonds for 27 years.
In spite of being together for only nine months, their
outstanding performances earned them the cover shot
on the June issue of the Vegas Voice, followed by sellout crowds at their Las Vegas shows.
Bringing fans from their previous groups with them,
they have already established a solid fan base that is
eager to hear them in their new configuration.
This is a group that brings years of performance
experience to the stage with stories and humor and
harmonies that ring through the room. It’s the very
best of the great folk era in a show that sweeps
audiences to their feet.
And you can find out more on their website at:
www.folklegacytrio.com
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Here’s what people are saying about the Folk Legacy Trio:
“Time both flies by and stands still when being entertained by artists of this level of
excellence. This is one of those rare groups that could sing the phone book…and there
would be something worthy to listen to.”
Steve Preston - Director, Writing Center, Darton State College, Albany, GA
"There are few musicians today that have been charged with saving a genre of music. There are
fewer yet that have the ability to do so. George, Rick and Jerry are accomplished in every facet of
vocal performance and entertainment. With the recent resurgence of 'new folk' it is only fitting
that the Folk Legacy Trio be formed as the foundation to a new generation of folk lovers.”
Bob Poynton - The Lettermen

“The Folk Legacy Trio performed at the Rubicon Theatre to an audience who anticipated
and expected a good performance, but got a great performance. Their songs matched our
audience, and the quick sellout required an added performance. These guys delivered, and
they succeeded in making new friends, not just new fans.”
Jim O’Neil - Artistic Director Emeritus, Rubicon Theatre, Ventura, CA
“What a pleasure to hear some of my favorite songs done in the style of the wonderful
groups that turned me on to folk music in the first place. Also so glad that they recorded
Power & Glory, one of my brother's best songs! Thanks for such a treat!”
Sonny Ochs – sister of Phil Ochs and host of "Sonny Ochs Presents"
on WIOX Radio Roxbury, NY

Booking Information:
Alkahest Artists & Attractions, Inc.
888-728-8989
E-mail: info@alkahestartists.net
Website: www.alkahestartists.net

